Corona News Infection Protection Act and Co. 11/18/2020
56 million infections worldwide Germany 854,000 with 13,236 deaths Over 1.3 million
deaths worldwide.
TOP 4 world - Corona - infection rates: USA 11.4 million, India 8.9 million Brazil 5.9 million,
Russia 2 million. The 3 largest EU corona infection countries: France 2.1 million, Spain 1.5
million, Italy 1.3 million. 11 countries over 1 million.
Numbers copyright: Johns Hopkins University & Medicine Coronavirus Resource Center

As promised, first the topic of the Infection Protection Act. There was a lot of talk for or against it, false
reports spread, and still discussed for a long time in the Bundestag, but it was actually already clear:
The law had been passed because the SPD had already positioned itself for it, the CDU logically anyway,
so all the talk was against it by many other parties actually superfluous, but this is how democracy
works in Germany: Long talk about things that have long been approved in advance, the SPD and CDU
have almost 400 of the 709 seats, so what was that supposed to mean? The situation is similar in the
Federal Council: the SPD and CDU have the majority there, and if necessary Bavaria can also join with
6 votes. And Steinmaier has already signed the change.
The good news: Today Spahn once again emphatically affirmed that there will be no compulsory
vaccination in the case of Corona, one should stop claiming that. And then I have to say something
about the short poster campaign by the AFD at the beginning of Spahn's speech, B. at NTV and
Tagesschau.de is cannibalized. They also have nothing more important to do. But at AFD you always
have to hit it, pure populism in some media. After Schäuble's first request, the AFD removed the signs,
while the members of the Die Linke party held up signs in the plenary hall in 2010 after a speech on
the Kunduz massacre, but did not take them down after two requests from Mr Lammert. The situation
then escalated and all MPs were excluded from the session. It is better to cover up that, it does not fit
into the world of right-wing defamation. So as a reminder and for all those who didn't know. And while
we have the subject: Ms. Renner from the Left had dared to wear an Antifa button in the Bundestag.
For this she received a rebuke from the President of the Bundestag and had to remove the button
immediately. That too was quickly concealed. Back to Corona.
Today in Berlin to Frankfurt we are once again experiencing the classic and always the same picture of
the demo behavior of the participants: Over 90% do not wear a mask, there is no distance, except for
a few centimeters, and when the police called the demo for these reasons declared finished, the
demonstrators simply refuse to leave and leave the squares. There are scuffles here and there between
the police and demo participants, arrests are made and over time water cannons are used more and
more. However, these do not beam at people as usual, but pour the water over the participants in
order to achieve that soaked people gradually leave the demo. But it doesn't work either. Instead,
some people complain about the police using water cannons even though there are children in the
crowd. Corona struck again: Anyone who is so stupid as to take children to the demo and then not
leave the demo after being announced is downright irresponsible to their own children, and then
blame the police, greetings stupid. There is no other way to describe it. And in 2 - 3 days they will be
at the doctor's door again, have caught a cold from the cold water at the demo and all want to be
tested for corona. And best of all: 99% of all demo participants who demonstrate against the infection
protection law that has been passed do not even know the content of the change. Incidentally, after
the demo in Frankfurt I wrote to those responsible, why the lateral thinker demos were actually still
approved, since every demo does not adhere to regulations, you have to recognize that. As expected,
no answer, because they don't know either.

Stupid for Deutsche Bahn, which has now come out that federal employees are allowed to book 2 seats
next to each other when traveling in trains and airplanes, so to speak as a buffer zone against
contamination. In the meantime, the Greens asked what risk assessment led to this measure. Because
the railway speaks very differently: There is no evidence of a higher risk of infection in trains, so all 6
seats in compartments with face masks can be occupied by people. There is no guaranteed minimum
distance on the railway. But why the federal employees should have that, no information from the
federal government. And the train goes even further: each passenger is only allowed to occupy one
seat. A second ticket wouldn't change that. But if I still believe that if I pay for both tickets with
reservation, I can insist that the 2nd seat remains empty or that I put my bag on it. This is
misinformation from the railway.
The state has already supported many a branch of the economy with money in order to boost their
sales or to get citizens to buy a certain product, such as the scrapping bonus back then, or tax breaks
or the elimination of certain internal combustion engines and more. But what is now being put on the
table as an idea again in times of the Corona, casts doubt on the minds of some people: Because several
million citizens do not want or cannot use the Corona app, the Association of Towns and Municipalities
suggests that these citizens buy a new smartphone Subsidize: The old way, the new here, like a kind of
scrapping bonus for cell phones back then. Mr. Lauterbach also likes the idea, and of course Vodafone
as a telephone company, the dollar signs are already flashing. And finally there should be cell phones
from 150 euros that can use the app. The only question is, how much do you get at what mobile phone
price, how much do you get for your old one, when does it start and is Corona over by then at the
working speed of the decisive politicians?
A brief statistic in terms of applications against the November corona restrictions: As the German
Association of Judges announced, around 600 urgent applications against various corona coercive
measures were received in the first 2 weeks of November, 90% of which were rejected. Since the start
of the pandemic in March 2020, over 6,000 lawsuits and applications have been received, and all kinds
of topics related to Corona are pending. With 1200 cases, NRW is in the lead, followed by Bavaria with
950 complaints and in third place Lower Saxony with around 750 applications.
Finally, two more reports on the subject of vaccines. Also on NTV came the news that the American
company Pfizer has now proven through studies that, contrary to previous information, the
effectiveness of your vaccine can be described with 95% effectiveness. What a coincidence, the
company Moderna stated that its active ingredient was 94.5% effective. There was also the
information that a registration with the US authorities was imminent. What the spokesman does not
say: That is of absolutely no use for Germany and the entire EU: As I have already reported, a separate
application must be submitted to the EU, on which the EU decides, regardless of whether the vaccine
is already in the USA released or not. And although today nothing is clear about when which vaccine
will come, in what quantities, where available for whom etc. Steinmeier is already talking about an
obligation of the EU and especially Germany, of the 300 million doses a suitable amount to developing
countries and other poor countries submit. Funny, that sounded like this at the federal press
conference a few days ago: No question of handing it in, it was clearly stated that the price would be
designed in such a way that every country could afford the vaccine. So either Steinmeier or the press
spokesman for the Ministry of Health did not tell the truth. This fits in with Seibert's statement:
Transparent information for the population, and only with facts. Eat clear. Anyone who does not yet
know the last report from me, which is still not published here, just go to my homepage: www.coronainfo.co There you will find ALL previous reports up to January 2020. An interesting documentation of
the events.
Translated with Google translator. No liability for incorrect translations, original text in German.
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